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Be part of the change! 
Eco. Sexy. Big Smiles.










Dive right in
We offer the most sustainable and fun work environment! Wanna be a part of it? 
Take a look at our vacancies.
Check it out
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Our brands
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Conscious Hotels
Eco Sexy Hotels




Happy multitaskers, click here
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Riot Restobar
Restobar 




Food & drink lovers, click here
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Sticky Fingers
Organic Coffee Bar




Coffee & tea addicts, click here
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Bar Kantoor
All Day Restaurant




Handsome bartenders, click here















Our values
What's our company culture like? We're all about: having fun, being open, connecting with each other and our guests, reach our ambitions and do all that, with love. Sustainability is in the heart of who we are and what we do with an amazing bunch of like minded colleagues with a wide variety of backgrounds.




















Where are we now and where are we going?
We're now at 4 hotels, 2 restaurants and 2 coffeebars all in Amsterdam and all run by happy employees. Employee happiness is at 84%.
Together with investor NIPA Capital, Conscious Hotels will soon be more than four hotels. We're on our way to expand throughout major Dutch and European cities. You'll be part of this exciting journey!
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We're looking for you!
Apply here
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